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resistance from lenders into 2013. While good news for the
crème de la crème of Chief Restructuring Officers (who have
remained pretty busy) could this also be good news for the

insolvency community who had staffed up in anticipation of
more work than they could handle? We think so...

The contents of this Pilot’s Log represent a cross section of

topics. As always, PILOTpartners is very appreciative of this
issue’s contributors:

Andrew Elder, a partner with Albion Ventures, one of the leading VCT investors, speaks to our editor Katherine Steiner-Dicks

about the diversity the healthcare sector brings to the firm’s

portfolio and the market drivers pushing new business models
and market opportunities into the next decade and beyond.

2013 has got off to a good start, based on some of the announced exits and acquisitions. This is echoed by the types

PILOTpartners’ work is increasingly in demand some distance

of management requests we have been seeing plus several

from Central London. In fact in 2012 the majority of our work

conversions from interim positions to permanent positions to

was based outside the UK, a trend which we expect to con-

facilitate exits. For an industry that is weary from prolonged

tinue. Eastern European and emerging markets expert Nigel

stagnation, this is welcome news.

Davies of Wyn River presents the first in a series of special
features on an often forgotten or misunderstood region which

Concurrent with this trend is the slow but clear beginnings of

offers interesting and challenging opportunities for investors,

the refinancing tsunami – all of those 2007/2008 deals that

companies and independent executives. Today it’s Serbia.
Continues on Page 13
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Opportunities for growth
in the Healthcare sector
Albion Ventures’ Andrew
Elder, a partner with
the London VCT firm,
speaks to Katherine
Steiner-Dicks about the
diversity the healthcare
sector brings to the
firm’s portfolio and the
market drivers pushing
new business models
and market opportunities into the next decade and beyond.

Those growth drivers include, among other things, an aging population, a higher level of consumer demand for better healthcare and outcomes, financial pressures that call
for better efficiency of products and services that still offer
better outcome, but at reduced costs, and lastly, developing economies that are actively looking to catch up with
mature healthcare markets.

Having covered the private equity-backed European healthcare and life sciences sectors in a previous life, I know it’s
not easy to give a simple definition of a healthcare investment. Asking Andrew Elder that would be like asking a department store manager what products he specialises in.

One element that remains constant is that healthcare customers and providers both want the same thing: better
outcomes for better costs. In a recent statement, Elder
said: “Healthcare is an important area within Albion’s portfolio and it provides tremendous opportunities for growth
in a climate of economic uncertainty. It’s a sector where
there is an increasing need for efficiency and wide demand
for new technologies. For Albion, the timing is right to continue to invest in this sector.”

Andrew Elder

“We are investing in companies that capture these themes,”
says Elder. “Two of the hot areas, so to speak, are those
products and services aimed at aging populations and
cancer. These areas are expected to be high growth segments for the next 10 to 15 years,” he says.

“You cannot simply define a healthcare company,” says
Elder. The healthcare sector is extremely diverse like no
other sector. It can cover such a wide net of sub-sectors
ranging from medicines, medical equipment, IT, machinery, business services, to logistics.”

Market shift creates new business models

Timing is a golden principle for every good investment opportunity with the healthcare industry being no exception.
Capturing market trends when they are on the cusp of being big rather than after they have been in the spotlight
is important when sourcing good deals. Elder says they
are looking at companies that are creating “new business
models” based on the overall market shift from pharma
and physician-centric values to “patient empowerment”
and better customer-provider engagement.

He does, however, point out that while the VCT does allocate close to 20 per cent of the fund to healthcare investments, the firm has decided against investing in drug
discovery companies because of their high capital intensity,
often binary nature of outcomes and high risk profile compared to that of Albion’s investors who typically expect a
steady flow of dividends. “Our investors are attracted by
our dividend flow, which boasts the highest amount of dividends distributed in the VCT market. You could say that our
investors are interested in a long-term ride versus a wild
one. Our risk is decreased comparatively because of our
diversified approach across several sectors,” says Elder.

This “patient-centric” trend is happening not just in the UK
where the New Health & Care Act is part of a new ethos
where patients are at the centre of legislation, but across
many markets, driven partly by the world wide web and the
advent of social media and mobile technology.

While the sub-sectors may be diverse, there must be
some market drivers that are pushing certain areas of the
healthcare industry into the ‘high growth’ category, which
is where VCTs like to aim their money. Andrew was able to
pin point the drivers very clearly.
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Patient empowerment

Customers are expecting higher levels of customer
service and they feel more empowered to question their
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doctors and healthcare providers than ever before. The
level of online information and customer feedback about
certain medicines, surgery procedures and product outcomes is growing every day. Consumers are largely more
educated because they have more access to information.
They also now realise that they have more choices. But
another side of this trend is that consumers are becoming
more vocal about their levels of satisfaction of products
and service providers.

“Pharmaceutical companies now have a duty to track all
media, especially social media, to collect information on
what patients are saying about them,” says Elder. This obligation to equally protect their patients and their brand
means that pharmaceutical companies, for example, must
interact with their customers and understand their needs
better than before and provide them with easy accessibility should they have any questions, concerns, or more
importantly, side effects that require documenting.
A perfect example of this patient-centric business model
is found with Albion’s recently completed investment in
MyMeds&Me, a healthcare software-as-a-service company that provides a web-based solution for the capture
at source of adverse event, product complaint and targeted medical information for pharmaceutical companies.
MyMeds&Me provides the vehicle for Pharma companies
to build relationships with those who are using their medicines through immediate questions and feedback at the
time of reporting, delivering “real time risk management”.
“Pharmaceutical companies need to know what their patients think of their drugs if they want to get the right drugs
to them. Drugs are becoming more personalised so, instead of a “one drug treats all” approach to a particular
disease, in future drug selection will be tailored to each
patient’s particular disease profile,” says Elder. This will
only increase the need for pharmaceutical companies and
healthcare providers to be able to engage with their patients and their healthcare professionals effectively.

Tapping new markets

Healthcare IT and global patient access and engagement is one of those hot areas that Elder is talking about.
He offers an example from Albion’s portfolio, Masters
Pharmaceuticals, a global healthcare solution provider,
which is distributing a comprehensive range of prescription drugs and medical supplies, specialising in Named
Patient Supply, in over 35 countries worldwide.

Online forums or chat rooms provide customers a platform
to express how a certain product has lived up to expectations, but it is not always what companies want to hear. If
the number of disgruntled customers grows regarding any
one product or service, then the provider should look into
it. However, unmonitored online forums are not always the
best medium for customers to base important healthcare
decisions on, which is all the more reason that companies
should make it their job to create online and other outlets of
communication for their customers to voice their questions,
concerns and product outcomes directly to the source.
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“The company provides patients in emerging markets
pharmaceutical medicines from developed markets. Many
emerging markets have an increasingly large appetite for
developed market medicines, but since these markets are
not always at the top of the big pharma companies’ priorities, they do not have easy access. Masters can give
patients access to the right drug. This is just one illustration of the globalisation that is going on and this particular
company is focusing on emerging markets, including Latin
and South America and the Middle East,” says Elder.
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Local deals

process. That way we find more interesting deals and build
strong relationships with management teams,” he says.

When it comes to more traditional healthcare investments,
such as care homes, Albion looks for specialised or niche
sectors to protect themselves against opposing factors that
can make investments difficult, such as local authority fee
payers that are placing downward pressure to pay less. “We
look for services that are defensible and that are hard to find
elsewhere, such as complex medical care needs or certain
areas of psychiatric care. We provide that service to primary
care trusts and local commissioners that have particular requirements in their localities. So, we are not just focusing on
global trends and drivers, but also local supply and demand
issues that need to be met,” explains Elder.

When asked about the availability of debt for healthcare
investments he explains Albion’s near unique philosophy:
“We do not invest alongside existing debt. Instead, we
provide the debt and equity all from the same funds. This
investment model is what helps provide our shareholders
with dividends, whilst aligning ourselves closely with management teams and other shareholders. It’s a feature that
many management teams value highly,” says Elder.
On the exit side, Elder says that their investments are servicing trade buyers (up to 80 per cent of deals are exited to
this group). These trade buyers are mostly large multinationals or nationals looking to acquire attractive technology or services. The balance of exits is through secondary
buy-outs with private equity players.

An example of this type of investment can be seen with
Nelson House, a step down rehabilitation hospital in
Gosport, Hampshire for males aged 18-65 with mental
health problems. The focus of Nelson House is preparing
residents for discharge into the community through active
and targeted therapy programmes. Albion invested £4.9m
in March 2011.

When asked about exit multiple prospects on investment
realisations he says exit volume, rather than exit multiple
has dropped off in recent years. “But we are unlikely to
sell until we get the multiple we want. But in our experience, compared to other sectors, healthcare deals have
outstripped other sectors on investment returns. We are
cautiously optimistic of at least some improvement in exit
multiples in the medium term,” he says.

When it comes to sourcing deals, many of them come
through their own network or they find deals directly. One
area in which he would like to see more activity, however,
is corporate spin-outs. “We usually source deals off market which is preferable to getting caught up in a “public”

© Equinet Media 2013
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Criteria Number One

Albion Ventures currently manages seven venture
capital trusts with around £230m under management.

With so much change and development in the sector, and
especially those new business model investment opportunities, what does Elder think of the current calibre of management in the healthcare industry?

Andrew Elder joined Close Ventures in 2005 and became a partner in Albion Ventures in 2009 when the
Close Ventures management team bought themselves
out from Close Brothers Group. He initially practiced
as a surgeon for six years, specialising in neurosurgery, before joining the Boston Consulting Group
(BCG) as a consultant.

He admits that it is an industry mantra, but he says “management really is the number one criteria. We have a high
threshold for management quality. We make sure we have
the core team in place before we invest. We do this by really getting to know the team during the negotiations. After
building a close relationship and understanding of a team, we
conduct thorough interviews, conduct independent referencing, run isometric tests and scope the market to ensure senior management is right for the next stage in the company’s
development. While it can be an uncomfortable process, we
are active in changing the team if we need to,” says Elder.

Whilst at BCG he specialised in healthcare strategy,
gaining experience with many large, global clients
across the full spectrum of healthcare including biotechnology, pharmaceuticals, service and care providers, software and telecommunications. He has
an MA plus Bachelors of Medicine and Surgery from
Cambridge University and is a Fellow of the Royal
College of Surgeons (England).

“But I have to say that management calibre is improving
at the senior level and founder/board level. I am seeing
more entrepreneurs who are coming around a second or
third time having had a successful prior experience. Often,
these are entrepreneurs that first started out in the 1990s
or early 2000s. These are the type of people that can just
as easily engage large companies as customers and acquirers and also understand the realities and challenges of
running a start-up,” he says.
“Back in 1997, when the Close Ventures management
team first invested in the sector, there were fewer serial
entrepreneurs in the healthcare sector. Now we are starting to see a recycling of entrepreneurs. But sadly, unlike
the US where there are ample serial entrepreneurs, many
of the CEOs in the UK make their money and either retire
early or become non-executives instead of venturing into
another start-up,” says Elder.
He says that the investors in Albion’s funds like the longterm nature of the healthcare sector. He says in addition
they like the specialist approach that Albion take to the
sector. “Accessing and understanding good deals in this
sector is difficult and our investors appreciate this,” says
Elder. “But unlike other sectors, the healthcare sector
brings a human element that makes this area especially
interesting. If investors know that the companies they are
investing in are benefiting people then many feel all the
better for it.”
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Spotlight on Serbia
Wyn River Limited
is a niche advisory
firm which supports
mid-market businesses across Eastern
Europe and Central
Asia to improve their
operations and financial performance.

market of 100 million consumers, as defined by the UK
Government as part of its current regional growth initiative.*
Serbia is not front page news these days. That has to be a

good thing! As Winston Churchill once said, “The Balkans have
the ability to produce more history than they can consume.” I
think many people find it hard to understand the complexity of
Balkan history and the legacy of good and bad, innovation and
damage they are renowned for.

Nigel Davies, founder
and director of Wyn
Nigel Davies
River, will contribute
a series of market assessments for Pilot’s
Log in the coming months. The initial country
review focuses on Serbia.

Serbia faces the usual challenges for any emerging democ-

racy and it is slowly but surely coming to terms with its difficult
past. It is essential for someone in Serbia to step up and drive

improvements for the future of their citizens. Who could that

someone be? It has to be the new President Tomislav Nikolić
and his Prime Minister Ivica Dačić. How are they doing? The

The world will probably have focused in January on the

Serbian parliament this January passed a resolution to develop

tensions in Northern Africa and Syria, David Cameron‘s

“normalised relations” with Kosovo although this is still a very

speculation over EU membership and the visual drama of

long way from any official recognition of its independence.

the televised attack on the Bulgarian politician. Probably

the Private Equity community will have zoomed in on the

The new government has done a commendable job of pull-

IMF’s and World Bank’s revised 2013 global GDP forecasts,

ing the country back from the economic abyss. Late last

statements from Davos and the relative stabilisation of the

September it looked like finances were becoming unraveled.

Eurozone. Did anyone notice the encouragement being

But, with fleet choreography, loans were inked with Russia and

shown by the European Union towards Serbia this month?

China, and two securities were placed at increasingly aggres-

sive rates, thus generating the liquidity to service internal and

Does Serbia deserve attention for positive reasons? Can it

external obligations.

be a positive part of a future Europe? Is Serbia’s current
government too closely linked to Russia for the country to

Serbian authorities arrested one of the highest profile business

contemplate future accession to the European Union? What

magnates in Serbia, Miroslav Mišković of Delta Group, who

about Kosovo? The answer inevitably lies with the Serbian

is accused of corruption in relation to earlier road construc-

people and with the Serbian government. This is a country

tion company privatisations. Arresting such an oligarch was a

with a population of 7 million and a GDP of around €30 bil-

ground-breaking step in this country. The EU has issued encour-

lion which some think might grow by as much as 4% in

aging statements on Serbia regarding both the Kosovo declara-

2013. Serbia sits at the heart of a wider “Emerging Europe”

© Equinet Media 2013

tion and their real step forward in the fight against corruption.
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Public support for the government’s crackdown on corrup-

Serbs are proficient in many areas but modesty (they are

Benchmarking survey released in late January. Data for the

ognise the compelling need for improved productivity and

tion soared according to the most recent UNDP Corruption

pleased to confess) is rarely one of them. However they rec-

survey was collected in December 2012, and more than

private sector growth which will boost GDP and employ-

33% say the government is on the right path, twice as many

ment. There will be considerable financial support available

as in June. Sentiments are strongly higher with 25% saying

through the EU accession process which can fund and ac-

that corruption had decreased, and more than 40% express-

celerate the momentum behind much-needed state sector

ing hope that it will continue lower in the next 12 months.

reforms – but only if the funds can be absorbed. Lack of

Citizens overwhelmingly support strong enforcement, and

institutional capacity has been a problem for other recent

“Strong and deliberate enforcement are evidence of gov-

EU entrants whose accession funds have not yet been fully

ernment will to fight corruption,” according to the UNDP’s

released by Brussels.

Resident Representative, William Infante. “The outcome is

greater accountability and transparency that attracts invest-

Why am I focusing on Serbia today? Whatever the turmoil

needs,” he added.

expansion and efficiency gains offer real potential. Serbia

ment which fuels growth and jobs that the country sorely

of the past, Serbia has a strong agricultural sector where
exports a considerable amount of fruit and vegetables, and

has a well-developed and modernising food processing
industry. While several state industries still require sector

reform, the private sector is expanding and helping to drive
growth. Yet, value addition in agriculture is a fraction of that

which is registered by recent member states, and pales fur-

ther against western European countries. Productivity in
the agricultural sector is low, but this means opportunities
for irrigated, mechanised and modern agriculture are great.

Investors from the United Arab Emirates seem to think so,
having inked multi-hundred million dollar deals in January
2013 to acquire land and agricultural cooperatives.

It is not just agribusiness that is attracting investors. Fiat
has invested $1 billion since 2010 into a new state-of-the-

art automotive plant in Kragujevac where up to 20,000 new
Fiat 500’s are being produced annually for the domestic

Although 33% of Serbians believe the government is on the

market and for export. Fiat has cited the quality and rela-

right track, 45% continue to believe it is on the wrong path.

tive low-cost of the former Yugo work force, the availability

Sustained skepticism could be due to increasingly dim

of quality component producers locally to feed the supply

views about EU accession: 59% of Serbians in a recent poll

chain, and various commitments and tax breaks from the

do not want to join the EU. They are disillusioned by ongo-

Serbian government as the reason for it to establish Fiat’s

ing Euro-zone financial and political turmoil, and the public

most modern plant ever in Serbia. New investments have

is miffed at what they perceive as the repeated changing of

been signed in the automotive, and in the apparel and medi-

rules and moving of goals.

cal spaces, bringing capital and jobs to some of Serbia’s
more economically desperate regions, like the Presevo val-

Even though the EU designated Serbia as a “candidate”

ley in the south where unemployment is comfortably higher

country in March 2012, the country had hoped that a date

than the 25%+ national rates.

would have been set before year-end to begin negotiations.

Serbia is playing catch-up with Bulgaria and Romania which

Government. This is a crucial area. Not just politics but

to join the EU in July this year. Serbia is Serbia. Does it view

and politicians. One of the problems in a change in political

joined the EU in 2007, and with Croatia which is expected

policy and implementation. Many Serbs are tired of politics

its neighbours’ achievements as a stimulus to do better?

© Equinet Media 2013

leadership is the associated and often wholesale changes
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within senior positions within Ministries and agencies. The

missioned the accounting firm Grant Thornton to develop

command. While this is democracy through discovery and

car park in the city centre of Sabac. Starting such a new

party faithful are rewarded with positions of influence and

Serbia’s first Public Private Partnership in Serbia for a small

to some extent unavoidable, it does have the unfortunate

financing structure with a relatively small project is sensible.

result that policy choices are open to attack by subsequent

Hopefully this will lead to further PPP projects in the near

governments and leaders tend to adopt a decision (risk)

future, and encourage more municipal development and

avoidance style when approaching an election cycle.

modernisation. The new country head of EBRD for Serbia,
Matteo Patrone, has just announced a planned package

Many of Serbia’s large utilities are still in need of reform and

of further loans of €300 million to improve both SME and

effective regulation and steps taken towards partial privati-

public companies, including low emission buses, which will

sation at least. I have worked on two separate projects in

encourage joint loans from commercial banks, all boosting

Serbia in the past, a six month pre-privatisation study of

efficiency, living standards, jobs and output.

the vertically integrated national electricity company EPS in
1997 and a more recent mission funded by the European

So to sum up, Serbia may be rather off the radar for South

rail infrastructure and transport companies have been sepa-

not be overlooked. Serbia is now an EU accession country

Union to establish the Municipal Infrastructure Agency. The

East Europe compared to high growth Turkey, but it should

rated, but not yet commercialised. The state has separated

and future sector reform projects will offer UK and other

the electricity grid into a separate company but has yet to

Western businesses consulting, engineering and financing

unbundle the rest of EPS, although there are some private

mandates. We recommend you look for quality local inputs

sector prospects for new and retrofitting of several hydro-

to work alongside your skilled people and my firm, Wyn

electric plants.

River, can help with that. Private finance and operations for

utilities and infrastructure could be a volume play in Serbia

Like its neighbour Bulgaria, which I visited in January, en-

for many years but will not fully come on stream this year.

ergy prices remain at a politically driven low price of around

But the core industries of agribusiness, manufacturing and

8 cents per Kilowatt hour, compared to around 17 cents

an emerging IT sector may well offer good private sector

in Croatia and the UK, and 31 cents in Germany. In 2009

strategic and financial investment and trading opportunities

Serbia passed legislation setting the feed-in tariff rates

in the much shorter term. It is just starting.

for alternative power – wind, biomass, etc. Sadly, the new

* UKTI’s defines “Emerging Europe” as Austria, Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Hungary,
Poland, Romania, Serbia, Slovakia and Slovenia within the current Emerging Markets Close To
Home initiative. www.ukti.gov.uk/emergingeurope

government reduced the feed-in tariff rates thus torpedoing
many private projects that were well-advanced. Although

the government may hike electricity prices in 2013, it is
dragging its feet on separating and privatising parts of EPS,

Nigel Davies is managing director of Wyn River

and is still clinging to public ownership of some very large

Limited. Wyn River advises business owners in Central

state companies and utilities.

and South East Europe and the Commonwealth of
Independent States about debt and equity funding

The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development

solutions as well as cash flow, profit improvement

(EBRD) is a government owned International Financial

strategies and project management. It also advises

Institution (IFI) that invests both debt and equity into suit-

stakeholders on new investment, project finance and

able projects and companies across Central and South East

restructuring issues in the region. Wyn River has sev-

Europe, Russia and the Commonwealth of Independent

eral local associates in countries across the region

States. EBRD and other IFIs such as the World Bank’s

and plans to add more. For more information on its

International Finance Corporation, take minority stakes in

solutions and people, visit www.wynriver.com.

the finance structure, which gives the opportunity for private equity and commercial banks to invest alongside them.

T: +44 (0)7967 663 547

EBRD, the largest investor into Eastern Europe and Central

E: nigel.davies@wynriver.com

Asia with capital reserves of €40 billion, has recently com-

© Equinet Media 2013
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“OPERATIONAL IMPROVEMENT IS PRIVATE
EQUITY’S CHIEF SOURCE OF VALUE”
(Boston Consulting Group – January 2012)

PILOTpartners announces
its innovative Performance
Improvement Panel

management teams and investors were well aligned
pre-deal but 33% thought it worsened over the course
•

It is widely accepted that since the demise of
leverage in 2008 the private equity industry has
had to focus on value creation through operational excellence in order to achieve good returns i.e. improving both the revenue and cost
sides of portfolio businesses.

•

tioned the effectiveness of how [private equity] work with
management”.

Robert Ohrenstein, global head of private equity for KMPG in

the primary source of value created by private equity.”

UK, said: “Portfolio value creation will increasingly be seen as

“Private equity’s ability to generate operational value will

a point of differentiation. Even firms with above average in-

increasingly depend on a firm’s ability to develop and

vestment performance are being challenged to demonstrate

grow the business and improve the top line of its portfolio

how they will add value to their investments in the future.”

companies...and the need to professionalise their management processes”.

So two unrelated reports twelve months apart around the
imperative to drive performance in PE portfolios through op-

* “The 2012 Private Equity Report – Engaging for Growth”, Boston Consulting Group,
January 2012

erational excellence…

However a new report from KPMG twelve months later shows

On the face of it, nothing new in that. Bringing in new man-

that this ideal has not often been achieved:

60% believed that the PE house generated less than 25%

•

agement in various guises has always been the hallmark of
the PE investor and has, after all, kept PILOTpartners in business for some time.

equity input as ‘average’ to ‘poor’.

But it is clear that delivering operational excellence to achieve

of the value increase on exit.

the growth in value demanded of the PE model remains

The stresses and conflicts inherent in corporate and

a tough nut to crack for many investment directors. From

exit strategies led to 78% feeling that the interests of

© Equinet Media 2013

have operational guys in their team – they bring them in on

They concluded: “It would be fair to say that a number ques-

are accelerating the trend towards operational value as

•

One NED questioned stated “Most PE houses do not

the deal processes.”

With leverage more difficult to access, “Market conditions

41% of corporate respondents rated the quality of private

implementation.

erational people on the deal team, you’d short cut a lot of

which can be summarised as follows:

•

100 Day plans but only 33% had undertaken active

do not understand how the PE team ticks. If you had op-

“Private Equity - Engaging for Growth”* report, the findings of

•

More than 60% of management teams had created

a deal-by–deal basis. This is a weakness because [they]

Twelve months ago Boston Consulting Group published its

•

of the investment.

PILOTpartners’ perspective, to rely on the ability of incum-9-
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bent executive & non executive management alone is rarely

All the above, however, have two negative factors in common -

safe for investors to make over the life cycle of an invest-

a high level of capability and there are clearly risks in relying on

sufficient and there are limits as to how many changes it is

a great deal of time and cost need to be expended in achieving

ment. Equally, few would assume that the input of PE inves-

one preferred solution at the expense of others.

tor brain power alone is likely to have an optimum impact on

the creation of value. Having said that, it has been noticeable

recently how effective some portfolio managers with little or
no experience of actually managing businesses have been by
decamping on site.

The BCG report, which covers medium to large sized US &

European investments, listed six alternative models used by

private equity for operational improvement. In summary they
are as follows:
•

No Operating Capabilities:

Reliance on significant senior management and board chang-

PILOTpartners’ new initiative

es, and a few external advisers to achieve change – usually in

At PILOTpartners through our experience of working with

strong, fast growing businesses
•

three very different, innovative UK clients during 2012, we be-

lieve that we have developed a powerful but flexible model

A Network of External Advisers:

which optimizes the above. We call this our “Performance

Reliance on loose networks of ex CEO’s and CFO’s to provide

Improvement Panel.”

sector know-how, leadership & board coaching
•

Broadly speaking “PIP” works like this:

Generalist Operating Partners:

Joining the investor as general partners, acting as in-house

•

experts who may co-invest; taking NED positions but having

little operational involvement. Likely to defer to PE firm rather

have significant overseas assets whose operations can
easily become ‘off radar’). The work to be performed will

Functional Operating Partners:

typically cover the following :

Usually having expertise in core functions requiring change,

    - Executive/Non Executive appointments at short notice;

e.g. supply chain, IT, sales force effectiveness. Less likely to

    - Commercial due diligence (UK & international) including

serve as directors; more consultants and incentivised by the

     sector advisory, investment viability & business exit

success of projects rather than equity.
•

     optimization;

    - Restructuring - analysis of top line growth and

Small in-house Operating Team:

Full in-house capability (rare) below partner level, only nor-

   

cost reduction opportunities;

   

integration, restructuring;

   

general advisory;

   

without formal appointments;

   

setting strategic goals, KPI’s etc;

    - Project management – 100 Day plans, acquisition

mally in funds with 40+ investments. Project focused rather
than on boards.
•

high level senior talent across all sectors, disciplines and

territories. (Most UK-based businesses of any size will

than act independently. High risk of mistrust by management.
•

PIP is predicated on investors needing regular access to

    - Mentoring management teams through crises or

Large in-house Operating Team:

    - Acting as observers in and around the board

Also rarely found, and only in the largest funds in similar numbers to and status as the deal team.

    - Support and/or positive direction to management in

Sometimes funds may use a mixture of more than one of these

    - Other specific advisory for which they are suited.

models to suit the requirements of the particular type, size or
complexity of portfolio businesses.
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•

•

Executives domiciled in Europe who are relevant for PIP’s

Needless to say, a panel may not be comprised exclusively of

can be accessed via PILOT’s partner firms in all the major

restructuring professionals.

economic centres.

Rather than introducing such talent as and when they be-

•

come available in an ad hoc and unstructured manner, we
create a bespoke “Panel” of senior executives who are

hand-picked for each investor client with strong experi-

•

ence in the sectors and/or territories in which funds are
•

likely to be invested.

The PIP is resourced as a discreet, flexible group from basic principles as set out by the fund. The panel members

•

erenced with the demands of the fund in mind. They sign

•

NDA’s (include the need to avoid potential conflicts with

other investors) and are deployed as and when needed.

portfolio and potential deals to the sponsor.

One model does not fit all. So an inherent flexibility is

needed and sufficient numbers of individuals need to be
necessarily all at once.

A sponsor’s own network of preferred individuals would
usually be consolidated within the PIP.

We introduce new panel members as they become available and/or as others leave, ensuring that the panel remains a dynamic group.

They are paid on whatever basis is appropriate for the
situation in question but normally based on value created

Depending on the size of the funds and/or number of likely

The primary criterion for selecting these individuals is that

dividuals and as many as 50 or more in number. The format

including equity if relevant / available.

deals, these panels could comprise between as few as 10 in-

they should have demonstrable experience of DRIVING

is largely informal but the fund-panel relationships develop

PEFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT within defined times•

ability to be in a position to introduce new business to the

approached to ensure breadth of market coverage – not

are not salaried and remain self employed. They are ref-

•

A secondary criterion for selection could be an individual’s

quickly and intensively. This is quite different from having to

cales in businesses they have managed or chaired.

hire separate individuals (‘operating partners’ & ‘external advi-

Even though the business may be perfectly healthy, a

sors’) at various stages in the lifespan of a portfolio business, a

background of success in transition and restructuring has

process which can take ages, becomes expensive and where

been seen to work particularly well because of:

the individual would be less well known or familiar with the
fund’s objectives and house style.

    - The pressure to deliver a viable plan quickly (e.g. a 100
     Day plan);

This methodology sustains the buy-in of management teams

     senior staff buy-in to PE ownership);

provement processes – without the perceived threat to their

    - The need for quick wins (to achieve management &

to the introduction of significant change & performance im-

    - The need to understand stakeholder relationships
   

especially under stressful conditions;

   

is in view.

jobs - during the life of the investment.

    - The need to have a clear head and focus when an exit

PILOTpartners has also successfully managed specialist pan-

els of independent executives for major firms of chartered
accountants for many years. From a practical perspective,

Our experience is that clients prefer to attract such expertise

therefore, PIP is a remarkably similar service. PILOTpartners

before completion as an essential part of their due diligence

works closely with its clients managing their Panels, advising

assessment. It is by no means uncommon, however, for indi-

on availability, pricing, arranging meetings etc.

viduals in a PIP scenario to be brought it during the later life of
an investment when earlier plans deviate from plan.

For more information please
contact JAMES WHEELER:

In summary, the overarching intent is to give executives access
to PE houses whereby a long term relationship can be built so

E: j.wheeler@pilotpartners.eu

ness improvement quickly. The objective would be for them to

T: +44 (0)780 859 0176

that executives can support, drive or more likely instigate busistay with the business in one form or another, be accountable
for the outcome and in an appropriate way be rewarded for
it, to the point where the improvement or change is achieved.
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Continued from Page 1
Over time, Nigel will cover an area from Russia to Kazakhstan
to Turkey to Bulgaria and back up to the Baltic States.

Unique amongst specialist resourcing business engaged in

supporting PE funds, PILOTpartners has been fortunate to
be involved with a number of clients in the establishment of

Performance Improvement Panels created to drive change
and operational excellence in portfolio businesses. Pilot’s

James Wheeler sets out the issues and the methodology in-

volved – timely as we start another year with few reasons to
expect that the economic climate will of itself be a reason for
natural growth in the UK.

As mentioned before, we’re always happy to hear from institutions or individuals who would like to use PILOT’s log as a

conduit to the marketplace. Atypical topics really get us going!

Michael Gebauer
Partner – Private Equity Practice

E: m.gebauer@pilotpartners.eu
T: 0783 423 5458

Wheeler Gebauer LLP
21-26 Garlick Hill
London EC4V 2AU

Pilot’s Log is published on behalf of Wheeler Gebauer LLP trading as

info@pilotpartners.eu
Tel. +44 (0)7834 235 458
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